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Within populations with mixed mating systems, selfing is expected to be favoured over outcrossing unless a

countervailing process such as severe inbreeding depression is present. In this study, we consider the

relationship between the expression of deleterious alleles and the maintenance of outcrossing in the

nematode species, Caenorhabditis elegans. This species is characterized by an androdioecious breeding

system composed of males at low frequency and self-fertilizing hermaphrodites that can only outcross via

males. Here, we find that experimentally increasing the mutational load in four different isogenic wild

isolates using 10 generations of Ethylmethane sulphonate (EMS) and UV irradiation mutagenesis

significantly diminishes the cost of males. Males are maintained at higher frequencies in mutagenized

versus non-mutagenized populations. Nevertheless, males still tend to be driven to low frequencies within

isolates that are known to be prone to lose males. Further, we determine the viability effects of a single

round of mutagen exposure and find that, for EMS, outcrossing overcomes the almost completely recessive

and nearly lethal effects generated. We briefly interpret our results in light of current evolutionary theory of

outcrossing rates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Current evolutionary theory relies on two classes of

selective factors for the evolution of outcrossing rates:

reproductive assurance in its most general sense and the

expression of deleterious alleles ( Jarne & Charlesworth

1993; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1998; Pannel 2002).

Considering only the expression of deleterious mutations,

when the level of inbreeding depression (defined as the

difference in fitness among selfing and outcrossing

lineages) generated by partially recessive alleles is strong

(greater than 0.5), selfing is disadvantageous relative to

outcrossing despite its possible transmission advantage

(e.g. Fisher 1941; Lande & Schemske 1985; cf. Stewart &

Phillips 2002). However, if inbreeding depression is not

strong, deleterious recessive mutations can be purged

from a population via selfing since more homozygotes will

be produced than with outcrossing (Lande & Schemske

1985; Charlesworth et al. 1993; Byers & Waller 1999;

Crnokrak & Barrett 2002). Moreover, the distributions of

both inbreeding depression and heterozygous and

homozygous selective coefficients within populations will

determine the specific conditions under which outcrossing

rates evolve (Holsinger 1988; Lande 1994; Schultz &

Willis 1995; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1998). In

general, then, it is expected that inbreeding depression will

constrain the evolution of outcrossing rates.

In this study, we use the nematode, Caenorhabditis

elegans, as an experimental model to test the hypothesis

that increasing levels of inbreeding depression should

favour increasing levels of outcrossing via the retention of

males. Caenorhabditis elegans is ideal for this question both

because of its ease of cultivation and because it shows an
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androdioecious breeding system in which populations are

composed of hermaphrodites and males (Brenner 1974).

Hemizygous sex determination results from X chromo-

some number, hermaphrodites having two and males only

one. Males are produced either from male–hermaphrodite

breeding or from the fertilization of aneuploid gametes, in

which the meiotic non-disjunction of the X chromosome

has occurred, with normal gametes. The presence of males

above the very low non-disjunction threshold is therefore a

measure of outcrossing within C. elegans. Previously, it has

been shown that males are selected against in laboratory

environments (Stewart & Phillips 2002; Cutter 2005;

Teotónio et al. 2006). Here, we demonstrate that the

expression of deleterious partially recessive alleles

diminishes the strength of selection against males in four

different genetic backgrounds, thereby demonstrating the

importance of deleterious mutations in the evolution of

outcrossing rates.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Selection against males under two mutational

environments

Stewart & Phillips (2002) have shown that selection against

males occurred in the reference N2 strain, observing that

populations with approximately 50% of males rapidly lose

them in the span of less than 10 generations in the laboratory

(see also Cutter 2005; Teotónio et al. 2006). Here, we used a

similar experimental design for four different wild strains:

CB4856 and N2 obtained from the Caenorhabditis Genetics

Center, JU440 obtained from Marie-Anne Félix and PX174

obtained from B. White and P. C. Phillips (sampled in

Oregon in 2002). To ensure isogenicity, wild strains were

inbred by single individual selfing for 10 generations and

stocks cryogenically frozen for posterior experimental use
This journal is q 2006 The Royal Society
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(Stiernagle 1999). These strains were chosen based on our

previous genetic characterization of outcrossing characters

(Teotónio et al. 2006) and gene diversity data (Koch et al.

2000; Haber et al. 2005; Cutter 2006) to represent extreme

phenotypes and the extant genetic variation in this species.

Our standard laboratory environment is different from the

one described in Stewart & Phillips (2002). Briefly, it consists

of the maintenance of approximately 1000 individuals in a 9

cm diameter Petri dish with NGM-light agar (US Biological)

with a lawn of HT115 Escherichia coli as the source of food. In

each generation, gravid adults are killed by a hypochlorite/

sodium hydroxide solution, so that only eggs survive

(Stiernagle 1999). These are then maintained in an M9

buffer solution for 16–18 h until all individuals hatch and

developmentally arrest at the first larval stage (L1). To

propagate the next generation, L1 individuals are placed onto

fresh Petri dishes at the appropriate density. Completion of

the life cycle takes 4 days at 208C and 80% relative humidity.

For each isogenic strain, eight replicate lines were obtained

by placing several hermaphrodites with an excess of males to

ensure outcrossing and a high proportion of males at

generation zero of the experiments (more than 30%), for a

total of 32 separate lines. Half of the replicate lines were

exposed to an external mutagen treatment during day 3 of the

life cycle when most individuals are at the late L4/early

adulthood phase and when gametogenesis has started.

Ethylmethane sulphonate (EMS) at 50 mM for 2 h and

254 nm UV radiation at 10 J mK2 were applied in alternate

generations to minimize direct adaptation to the mutagen.

Preliminary experiments identified a decrease in egg to adult

viability of ca 10%. The remaining replicate lines were

maintained as above but without mutagen exposure, and thus

serve as controls. Following 10 generations of treatment,

generation 11 was scored for male proportions by counting

approximately 1000 individuals per line.

An estimate of mutational input per diploid genome (U )

can be given for EMS (cf. Davies et al. 1999). For our

experimental populations, and using the same rationale as

Davies et al. (1999), calibrated for 2 h of EMS exposure, there

are ca 3.8!10K6 transitions per GC base pair (EMS is known

to mostly generate G/C to A/T transitions), giving UZ61

transitions per diploid genome per generation. U estimated

from phenotypic assays in mutation accumulation experi-

ments (e.g. Vassilieva et al. Evolution 2000), is lower than 1,

which means that most mutations are unaccounted for, and

that most mutations should have small selective coefficients

(see table 3 of Davies et al. 1999).

Since measurements made at generation 11 could reflect the

expression of maternal mutagen environmental effects, both

mutagen and non-mutagen treatments were measured again for

male proportions after three generations of maintenance in a

common environment. Specifically, eggs laid by generation

11 lines were allowed to grow until they depleted their food over

the next twoweeks. After thisperiod, all lineswere transferred to

fresh Petri dishes and maintained under standard conditions

until generation 13 adult individuals could be counted. Egg to

adult viability was also assayed at generation 13 to assess the

accumulation of deleterious mutations during the first 10

generations. Here, 100 eggs were established on a fresh plate

and allowed to develop and grow. Viability was scored as the

number of live adults. Four replicate plates were used per

replicate line and per wild strain.

To determine whether the mutagen treatment increases the

rates of non-disjunction, and therefore the number of males,
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and/or increases the rate of beneficial mutations associated with

male function, a similar set of selection and mutagenesis

experiments were performed following the initial set. In these

experiments, three separate hermaphrodites were taken from

frozen isogenic stocks and used to establish three different

replicate lines for the N2 and CB4856 strains, for a total of

12 lines. Therefore, males were initially at a high frequency

in the first set of experiments, whereas in the second set of

experiments, males could only appear as a consequence of

meiotic non-disjunction of the X chromosome during

hermaphrodite gametogenesis. Male frequency was scored for

each replicate by counting approximately 10 000 individuals

after 10 generations of mutagen treatment.

(b) Inbreeding depression generated by a single

round of mutagen exposure

Inbreeding depression is known to be negligible within natural

isolates of C. elegans ( Johnson & Hutchinson 1993; E. Dolgin

et al. 2006, personal communication). In order to address the

effects of mutation accumulation in the experimental popu-

lations, inbreeding effects were measured as egg to adult

viability after a single round of exposure to either EMS (50 mM

for 2 h) or 254 nm UV radiation (10 J mK2). Male-enriched

populations were obtained as before from CB4856, PX174, N2

and JU440. EMS or UV light was applied to each of these

populations and F1 offspring either allowed to self-fertilize or

forced to outcross with sibling males. Viability was estimated in

the F2 offspring. Contemporaneously, the parental lines

without mutagen exposure and an F1 generation whose parents

had been exposed were assayed to account for any inter-

generational directional environmental effects. There were thus

seven different groups of individuals per wild strain assayed:

unexposed parentals, EMS or UV F1 individuals, EMS or UV

selfed F2 individuals and EMS or UV outcrossed F2

individuals. Viability was assayed as above. Replicates were

divided over 2 consecutive days.

(c) Statistical analysis

The unit of observation for the 10 generation mutagen

exposure treatment was each of the four replicate populations

within each treatment (a total of 32 data points at each

generation). All data were obtained as proportions and thus

several transformations were tested for conformity with linear

model assumptions. Normality of residuals was tested

with Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and homocedasticity with

Bartlett’s test. The log (X!1000) transformation gave the

best-fit models for all data on male proportions, while

viability was best modelled when left untransformed. Data

in figures are shown in the original proportions for clarity.

A single two-way ANOVA was modelled to generation 11 and

generation 13 separately, with strain as a four-level fixed

factor (CB4856, JU440, PX174 and N2) and treatment as a

two-level (mutagen and non-mutagen exposure) fixed factor.

Interaction between strain and treatment was also assessed.

Posterior contrasts testing mutagen effects within each strain

were done with Tukey tests, but only when the interaction

effects between the two factors were significant.

The experimental design used in the inbreeding experi-

ments allows for the partitioning of phenotypic variance into

mutational and environmental effects. Inbreeding depression

for viability is estimated as dZ[1K(viability of F2 selfed/

viability of F2 outcrossed)]. Data for the F2 generations were

standardized by subtracting the average value of both the

parental and the F1 generations for each mutagen. Each assay



Table 1. (top) Regression coefficients in a genetic model of heterozygous and homozygous mutational effects on viability.
(bottom) Results for each strain, after a single round of EMS. (Estimates of dominance (h) and homozygous (s) selection
coefficients are shown. Regression coefficients as different from zero are �p!0.05 and ��p!0.001 (two-tailed Student’s t-tests).)

strain intercept heterozygosity homozygosity F2,23 R2 h s

parentals 1 0 0
F1 1 1 0
F2 selfed 1 0.5 0.25
F2 outcrossed 1 1 0

CB4856 0.863�� K0.099� K0.902�� 24.17 59.5% 0.095 1.039
JU440 0.837�� K0.053 K0.947�� 24.83 70.3% 0.048 1.110
N2 0.945�� K0.084� K0.825�� 20.04 65.6% 0.096 0.880
PX174 0.895�� K0.083� K0.848�� 16.90 61.7% 0.087 0.953

mean strains 0.885 K0.080 K0.881 0.081 0.996
s.d. 0.047 0.019 0.056 0.023 0.100
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Figure 1. Male proportions in four isogenic strains subject to
mutagen exposure (white bars) or control (solid bars) after 10
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plate was taken as the unit of observation. To this F2 data,

and separately for each mutagen, a two-way ANOVA was

done with strain as a four-level fixed factor (CB4856, JU440,

PX174 and N2) and breeding treatment as a two-level fixed

factor (self and outcross). Interaction between factors

was also assessed for significance. Day of set-up was modelled

as a covariate.

Multiple regression models were also employed to

estimate heterozygous and homozygous mutation effects,

according to the model of table 1, for each strain separately

and taking data from all generations. Based on these

estimates, the selective coefficient under homozygocity (s)

and the dominance coefficient (h) were estimated using the

standard diploid model, in which heterozygous lineages will

have a lower viability than the parental lineages by the

quantity hs, while homozygous lineages will have lower

viability than the parentals by a quantity s (Crow & Kimura

1970). This model assumes equality of effects among

mutations and no epistasis if more than one mutation is

present per genome.

generations of laboratory maintenance. Data are shown as
mean values of the four replicates with standard error of the
mean as the error bars. There are significant treatment, strain
and interaction effects. Differences within each strain between
the two treatments are all significant after multiple compari-
son correction.
3. RESULTS
(a) Selection against males

As in the previous studies (Stewart & Phillips 2002; Cutter

2005), we find that males are selectively costly, since their

proportion fell to less than 10% from initial proportions of

more than 30%. However, males were kept at higher

proportions in mutational treatments when compared with

controls (figure 1; mutagen treatment: F1,24Z197.04,

p!0.001). Similarly, there were differences among the

four different strains (F3,24Z393.24, p!0.001), with N2

and JU440 males being driven to much lower frequencies

than CB4856 and PX174 (see Teotónio et al. 2006). The

interaction between strain and treatment was significant as

well (F3,24Z7.08, pZ0.001). Posterior contrasts by Tukey

tests revealed differences within all strains between treated

and untreated replicates (all p!0.01).

The observed differences in male proportions were not

due to directional maternal (environmental) effects caused

by the mutagens, since male proportion differences

measured at generation 13 continue to be significantly

explained by mutagen treatment (figure 2; F1,24Z6.43,

pZ0.018). Strain effects are also still significant

(F3,24Z135.83, p!0.001), but the interaction no longer is

(F3,24Z0.99, pZ0.415, figure 2). Differences in male
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
proportions are smaller than in generation 11 since purging

of deleterious mutations must have occurred during the two

generations of common environment.

Further, viability measurements at generation 13

demonstrate that populations which experienced mutagen

treatment were less viable than the controls (figure 2;

F1,24Z8.33, pZ0.008), probably as a result of the

accumulation of deleterious mutations. Differences among

strains were also significant (F3,24Z8.51, pZ0.001), but

not the interaction term (F3,24Z0.37, pZ0.774).

Finally, the observed differences in the number of males

in the mutagen treatments are not due to an increase in the

rates non-disjunction of the X chromosome and/or an

increase in the rates of beneficial mutations associated with

male phenotypes. Experiments starting with replicates of the

CB4856 and N2 strains from single hermaphrodites did not

show a significant increase in the number of males after 10

generations of mutagen exposure (figure 3; treatment

effect: F1,8Z0.88, pZ0.376; strain effect: F1,8Z3329.19,

p!0.001; interaction: F1,8Z2.18, pZ0.178).
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Figure 3. Male proportions after 10 generations of mutagen
exposure with production of males in the initial generation
being solely due to the meiotic non-disjunction of X
chromosome in hermaphrodite gametogenesis. Black bars
indicate mean values of three replicates for control treatment
and white bars for mutagen treatment, with associated
standard error of the mean. There are no detectable
differences among treatments.
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Figure 2. (a) Male proportions and (b) viability are shown for generation 13, three generations after stopping the mutagen
treatment. Black bars indicate mean values of four replicates for control treatment and white bars for mutagen treatment, with
associated standard error of the mean. For both characters, there are significant mutagen treatment and strain effects.
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(b) Inbreeding depression

A single round of EMS exposure generated mutations with

strong deleterious effects, such that the average inbreeding

depression for viability across strains was dZ0.22G0.01

s.e.m. (figure 4). Progeny resulting from outcrossing

have significantly higher viability than those from self-

fertilization (F1,39Z50.01, p!0.001). There were no

differences among the four different strains (F3,39Z0.63,

pZ0.599) or in the interaction among strains and breeding

treatment (F3,39Z0.85, pZ0.477). Replication across days

was also not significant (F1,39Z3.42, pZ0.072).

To estimate the dominance (h) and recessive (s) selective

coefficients, a multiple regression model was employed to

each strain independently (table 1). It is clear that

mutations created by EMS are nearly lethal when

homozygous, and that they are also partially recessive,

with heterozygous lineages being approximately 8% less

viable than parentals. Results for a single round of UV light

exposure are more complex (figure 4). Day of assay set-up

was a significant covariate (F1,39Z6.55, pZ0.014), as well

as strain (F3,39Z3.63, pZ0.021) and breeding treatment

(F1,39Z17.2, p!0.001). Here, however, the outcrossed

individuals were less viable than selfed individuals, which is

indicative of underdominant effects among different

mutations. The interaction between strain and treatment

was not significant. The ANOVA model has however a poor

fit (R2Z6.43%). The multiple regression models also have

a very poor fit (R2 for all strains below 10%, not shown), so

estimates of h and s were not calculated.
4. DISCUSSION
The role of males in C. elegans populations has been

something of a conundrum. Are they evolutionary relics

(Chasnov & Chow 2002) or does outcrossing via males

have an important impact on variation within and between

populations (Stewart & Phillips 2002; Cutter 2005)? It has

previously been demonstrated that outcrossing in

C. elegans is selected against in laboratory environments

(Stewart & Phillips 2002), which agrees well with the very

low proportions of males and outcrossing observed in

natural isolates (Barrière & Félix 2005; Teotónio et al.

2006), as well as with the negligible inbreeding depression

found for several life-history characters in C. elegans

( Johnson & Hutchinson 1993; E. Dolgin et al. 2006,

personal communication). The experiments presented

here study the effects of increased mutational load, as
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
defined by a decrease in population fitness due to the

expression of induced mutations, on outcrossing rates. We

show that the selective cost of outcrossing and the

production of males can diminish under conditions of

increased mutational loads. Cutter (2005) has found a

similar effect, under different laboratory conditions, when

increasing mutational loads through genetic disruption of a

DNA repair pathway. We extend his study to more than one

natural isolate, while controlling for male reproductive

success and genotype by environment effects, as well as

estimating the selective properties of the induced mutations.

We find that after 10 generations of EMS/UV mutagen

exposure, experimental populations have higher male

frequencies than controls, and therefore higher rates of

outcrossing. These differences are not due to inadvertent

environmental effects generated by the mutagen, since

mutagen-treated and control populations maintain male

proportion differences after two full generations of

maintenance in a common environment. These differences

are nevertheless lower at generation 13 than generation 11,

undoubtedly reflecting the purging of a significant number
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Figure 4. Inbreeding and outcrossing effects after a single round of mutagen exposure to (a) EMS and (b) UV light, for four
isogenic strains, and shown as the difference from the parental viability with standard deviations as error bars.
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of the accumulated mutations under mixed selfing and

outcrossing following cessation of additional mutational

input (see below). Further, deleterious mutations have

accumulated in the treated populations, since their egg to

adult viability is low relative to control populations. We

also do not detect any evidence that rates of either X

chromosome non-disjunction during gametogenesis, the

mechanism by which males can be generated from

unmated hermaphrodites, or mutations that could

increase male reproductive success, increase in mutagen-

treated populations relative to controls. While the

accumulation of deleterious mutations causes the selective

cost of outcrossing to diminish, it is not clear that it allows

the maintenance of mixed outcrossing rates, since

experimental populations have yet to reach equilibrium

and male frequencies are still fairly low.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2007)
Available phenotypic models predict that males will be

maintained whenever the effectiveness of male mating

(discounted by selection against males) can overcome the

selfing advantage of hermaphrodites (discounted by the

effects of inbreeding depression), as in the relationship

a(1Ks)O2b(1Kd), where a is male reproductive success;

s is the viability difference among males and hermaphro-

dites; b is the proportion of oocytes that are self-fertilized;

and d is inbreeding depression (Stewart & Phillips 2002;

Cutter et al. 2003). Since our experimental populations are

not at equilibrium, we cannot fully address this relation-

ship, but we can test for the existence of an association

between male reproductive success and inbreeding

depression. First, we find that higher male reproductive

successes are associated with a decrease in egg to adult

viability (the overall correlation between log male
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proportion and viability with all mutagen-treated and

control populations, at generation 13 of the experiment,

is rPearsonZK0.517, nZ32, pZ0.002). This observation

can only be interpreted as increased mutation accumu-

lation in populations with higher rates of outcrossing. An

alternative interpretation is that the lower viabilities

observed in those populations with higher male reproduc-

tive success reflect lower viability of males relative to

hermaphrodites, since males are hemizygous for the X

chromosome. At generation 13, however, male numbers

are so low that even large differential viability among

genders does not change the results (not shown). Second,

the significant interaction term at generation 11 between

strain and mutagen treatment also suggests that mutation

accumulation is higher in the two strains that have higher

male proportions, CB4856 and PX174, relative to the two

that have lower male proportions, N2 and JU440, since the

differences observed between mutagen-treated and control

populations are larger. Taken together, it appears that

variation in male reproductive success and outcrossing

rates influences the magnitude of mutational loads and

presumably inbreeding depression as well (see also

Charlesworth et al. 1993; Schultz & Willis 1995; for genetic

models with varying outcrossing rates).

The selective effects of mutations generated by a single

round of either EMS or UV exposure were also estimated.

For EMS, we find nearly lethal mutations (sZ0.996), these

being close to fully recessive (hZ0.08), across the four

strains. For UV, the ANOVA models fitted were significant

but poorly predictive. There is a suggestion of under-

dominance, which can be explained if UV generates small

rearrangements, such as deletions, duplication and translo-

cations (cf. Anderson 1995; Johnsen & Baillie 1997), which

in turn impair the proper segregation of chromosomes

during the meiosis of heterozygotes (cf. Villeuneuve 1994;

Villeuneuve & Hillers 2001). If real, however, under-

dominance has hampered our power to observe higher

male frequency in the mutagen treatments, since out-

crossing will be selected against to an even larger extent

than in controls. For this reason, and because UV models

were poorly fitted, we only interpret the five generations of

EMS mutational input for the remaining of discussion.

The critical element in the theories for the maintenance

of outcrossing is the level of inbreeding depression in

the population (Lloyd 1979; Lande & Schemske 1985;

Charlesworth et al. 1990). We have shown that the EMS

treatment is capable of inducing a large amount of

inbreeding depression within a single generation

(dZ0.22), whereas the UV treatment would appear to

generate little inbreeding depression or perhaps outbreeding

depression, instead. While the per-generation rate of

inbreeding depression is less than the dO0.5 needed for

the deterministic maintenance of outcrossing in most

models (review in Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1998),

this value represents the standing level of inbreeding

depression, not the rate of input as measured here. Further,

this result is for the general case in which selfers and

outcrossers have equal mating availability. For the asymme-

trical mating system of C. elegans (outcrossing only via male

reproduction), variation in male mating success can have a

large influence on the equilibrium frequency of males (see

above; Stewart & Phillips 2002). This is equivalent to

extreme ‘pollen discounting’, which facilitates the persist-

ence of intermediate levels of outcrossing (Nagylaki 1976;
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Holsinger 1991; Harder & Wilson 1998; Porcher & Lande

2005). Finally, the distribution of mutational effects will also

have a large influence on the standing level of inbreeding

depression, as mutations with large effects, such as those

observed here (and which have been routinely observed in

natural mutation accumulation studies in C. elegans; e.g.

Vassilieva et al. 2000; Ajie et al. 2005), are more readily

purged from partially selfing populations than mutations of

smaller effect (Heller & Maynard Smith 1979; Lande &

Schemske 1985; Holsinger 1988; Hedrick 1994; Lynch et al.

1995; Wang et al. 1999).

Although the average effect of mutations generated by

EMS detected under laboratory conditions can be quite

large, the distribution of effect sizes appears to be very

skewed, with the majority of mutations (perhaps 90% or

more) having small effects (s!0.1; cf. Davies et al. 1999;

Keightley et al. 2000). Inbreeding depression is driven

primarily by mutation rate rather than effect size, with

mutations of intermediate effect having the largest impact

on finite populations (Lynch et al. 1995). The increased

mutation rate used here is therefore likely to have generated

substantial inbreeding depression within the experimental

populations. Further, dominance coefficients (h) can also

decrease the mean fitness of selfing lineages to an extent

that outcrossing will be favoured. For example, for alleles

with h!0.1, inbreeding depression can be well above 50%

(e.g. Latta & Ritland 1994; Peters et al. 2003). With

overdominance (h!0) on the other hand, outcrossing

alleles can be favoured even if inbreeding depression is low

(Holsinger 1988; Charlesworth & Charlesworth 1990). In

the best empirical study of the heterozygous effects of

mutants generated by EMS to date, Peters et al. (2003) have

shown that on average hZ0.1, which is very close to our

own estimate ofhZ0.08. Further, variation of h around this

mean was found to be significant with several alleles

showing overdominant effects. Hence, in our experimental

populations, mutants with h!0.08 should have been

generated, contributing to an increase in inbreeding

depression in the experimental populations. With these

strongly recessive mutations, males are maintained at

higher frequencies in the high mutation treatments because

the outcrossing they induce effectively complements the

mutations’ deleterious effects, thereby increasing the

relative fitness of outcrossed (and male producing) versus

selfed progeny.

Overall, then, increasing the rate of deleterious

mutations can lead to an increase in the frequency of

males and a concomitant increase in the level of out-

crossing within these nematode populations. However,

increasing the rate of mutation is not sufficient to preserve

males in all backgrounds. Male mating ability must be

sufficiently high so that the rate of male production can

overcome the rate of purging of mutations of large effect

via selfing. It is therefore not surprising that increasing the

rate of deleterious mutation is more effective at maintain-

ing males in genetic backgrounds in which the rate of loss

of males is relatively slow under control conditions, as

predicted by theory (figure 2; Stewart & Phillips 2002;

Teotónio et al. 2006). Such mutation by background

interactions are likely to prove critical for our under-

standing of the variable levels of outcrossing observed in

natural populations (primarily plants; Goodwille et al.

2005). The experimental circumstances explored here are

decidedly non-equilibrium in nature; therefore, more
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theory needs to be developed before the precise balance

factors necessary for long-term maintenance of males in

the face of continual mutational input and purging via

selfing. However, we have demonstrated that level of

mutational input and strain-specific characteristics such as

male mating are important in determining whether or not

males will persist within these partially selfing populations.
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